A TL web site sponsors an annual writing contest. Participants are asked to create and write a story about a picture. Your language teacher downloaded the announcement with the picture so your language class can participate.

### Annual Photo Contest

A picture is worth a thousand words and every picture has a story.

**Write a 4-5 paragraph story for the picture.**

Three winners will be chosen based on their creativity.

**Deadline:** October 12

1\textsuperscript{st} Prize: Digital camera

2\textsuperscript{nd} Prize: Family portrait

3\textsuperscript{rd} Prize: 3 Photography classes

Write a 4-5 paragraph story in the target language about the picture. Use your imagination or your own experience as a basis for your story. Your story will be judged on accuracy and creativity.

**Rating:** Holistic Advanced Presentational Rubric